
TRENDS LOOKBOOK
SPRING/SUMMER



Kimberley Blush



S t y l e  S t u d i o ' s  
S p r i n g / S u m m e r  

2 0 1 9  L o o k b o o k  i s  h e r e .

Explore the new season trends 
and let your imagination run wild!

With tips, ideas and inspiration 
– updating your interiors for 
2019 has never been easier.
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Flowers in full bloom are 
celebrated for their colour, 
form and texture, with all-over 
designs a prominent trend  
for Spring/Summer 2019. 

Algarve Summer

Palette Ocean Sakura Primrose Everett Dijon

Rose Gold

Charoltte asc Rose



Trending Tip:  
Dark background, 
bold flowers, and 

contrasting vibrancy  
– what more do  

you need?

BE BEAUTIFUL
Vibrant touches of coral, yellow, 
heather and rich blues offer a 
balanced blend of natural and 
saturated tones. Be bold, be 
bright, be beautiful!

Banlight Duo FR Coral

Kimberley Glaze

Lucia Blackout Bright

Oasis Sweet Pea Meadow Flower asc Redcurrant

Palette Sky Zinnia Blackout Black

Top Tip: 
Blackout Roller  

blinds are an 
excellent choice for 
bedrooms, blocking 

out external light 
for a top 

notch sleep.



//////GO TRIBAL!  
This trend is jam-packed with lively colours and 
African influence. Minimal markings and rhombus 
shapes take centre stage with contrasting bold 
animal prints fighting to be the star of the show. 
We see graphic prints pushing through the ranks, 
creating prominence throughout the interior scene.
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Curtis Indigo Sprinkle asc Hemp

Burnt Orange



//////
ARE YOU BOLD ENOUGH?
Pattern scales range from mini to maxi with vibrant 
colours symbolic of tribal-esque being prevalent 
throughout this trend. 

A bold mix of lively colours such as redcurrant and 
paprika with contrasting sunshine yellow and azure 
blue, vibrancy is a key factor. Are you bold enough?

///////////////////////////

Trending Tip:  
Bring your windows to 

LIFE with a WOW design 
such as Serengeti! The 
contrasting tones bring 

unrivalled attention!

/////////

Indiana Orange

Linenweave Espresso
with Geo Etching

Polygon asc Azure

Serengeti Blackout MonoMaverick Berry

Scarlet

Aura Gold

Aslan Blackout Rainbow

Top Tip: 
Have you ever 

considered FR fabrics? 
With an additional coating 
to help prevent the spread 
of an accidental flame, FR 

fabrics create a much safer 
environment for you 

and your family.



Pastel hues work together to set 
the scene for light, delicate styling, 
ultimately having the power to 
update a room in a subtle way, whilst 
offering optimism and a fresh look. 
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Palette Spring

Kimberley Blush

Essence Teal

Pewter Palette Dusky Pink

Hive Deluxe Dove

Soothe the mind & Soul

Trending Tip:  
Pastels can 

make a room feel 
bigger and more 

spacious!



Top Tip: 
If you want to inject a 
bit of colour into your 

window dressings, 
but are too scared to 
make the leap, invest 

in pastel shades. 

Delicate Styling
Tones such as soft lilac, glacier 
mint and baby blue soothe the 
mind and soul, with light filled 
spaces making rooms feel bigger.

Palette Ice Purple Palette Ice Pink

Palette Ice Blue

Infusion asc Pale Blue

Hexagon Yellow & Palette Sunshine

MintHexagon Yellow

Roman: Gia Dijon
Curtain: Gemini Fern
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Top Tip:  
Green works well 

in a rustic inspired 
room alongside 

wooden floors and 
brickwork. 

Tahiti Fern

Palette Forest Green

Banlight Duo FR Lime Bottle Green Sensa Lime

Meadow Flower asc Spring

Woodbark asc Forest Pine

Inspired by nature, which has been proven 
to have a positive effect on our mental and 
physical wellbeing, this trend is all about 
bringing the outdoors in, helping us feel 
energised and refreshed. 



Energised and Refreshed
Create a dense green environment by 
embracing multiple shades of green from
ivy to apple, malachite and viridian. Lush 
green plant prints bring nature into our 
home, creating a metropolitan environment.

Isn’t it time to live better?
In an attempt to make a difference to  
the growing problem of plastic 
infiltrating our oceans, we introduce 
Sea-Tex. This fabric has been developed 
using recycled shoreline plastic,  
is semi-transparent, 
Fire Retardant and available 
in 5 neutral shades.

AWARDWINNING

For more 
information, 
see page 18.

Essence Moss

Hive Blackout Green

Banlight Duo FR Forest Green

Shantung Leaf

Flair Aqua

Grass

Greenscreen Sea-Tex Haze

Meadow Flower asc Spring
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Find optimism & escape through 
play! Bring your inner child to 

life, forgetting about the stresses 
of adulthood, encompassing fun 

and adventure!

Top Tip:  
Bright colours 
bring fun and 

life into 
your room.

Palette Saffron

Tangerine Curtis Plum

Fantasy Blackout Crayon

Floyd asc Mandarin

Palette Mango

Infusion asc Raspberry



Sprinkle asc Lime

Grid Sapphire Hexagon Yellow

Zootime Blackout Daytrip

Jungle Birds Blackout Tropics

Burst Grape & Palette Denim

Trending Tip:  
When choosing 

Verticals, try alternating 
a patterned vane with a 
plain coloured vane in 
similar tones to create 

a statement. 
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ESCAPE 
Disrupt uniformity & break the mould with 
audacious patterns such as bold animal prints, 
strong geometrics or even abstract styles.

The colour palette within this trend screams 
highly saturated, with contemporary tones 
helping you stand out from the crowd.

THROUGH 
PLAY
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Relaxing spaces
This trend takes a minimalistic approach  

to pattern and colour, with neutral, off-white  
tones showing prominence – beautifully  

simple, chic and timeless.

Thermostop Dove Grey

Woodbark asc Beech

Hive Silkweave Elephant

Floyd asc Natural Hive Lusso Walnut

Top Tip:  
Venetian Thermostop is a 

performance slat available 
in 5 neutral shades with a 
brushed steel back. This 

has the power to retain heat 
in winter and keep out the 

heat in summer, promoting 
energy efficiency.  



Seek sanctuary in relaxing spaces, creating 
your own tranquil abode, away from the noise 
of today’s society. Be who you want to be!

Trending Tip:  
A neutral backdrop 

allows for bursts of colour 
and pattern throughout 
the rest of the room with 

interchangeable furnishings 
such as cushions, throws 

and lamps. 

Tinto White

Ribbons asc White

Brushwood Beige Grasses Natural

Roman: Hudson Oyster
Curtain: Rumi Silver

Hampton White Venga Bark Infusion asc Ivory



If busy prints are not to your flavour, 
braids are an ideal option to add a  

little something something to plain 
coloured or textured blinds.
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Like what you see? 
Order up to 5 FREE sample fabrics to be 
delivered direct to you. Touch, feel and check 
them against your window and room décor 
to make sure it is the fabric for you!

Dress your room,  
not just your blind! 
Any of Style Studio’s 
Roman or Curtain 

fabrics can be made into 
cushions, do you like

to mix or do you  
like to match?



ersonaliseP
your blind

On trend designs are etched onto a standard Senses headrail 
and/or bottomrail to give your blind that Bespoke touch!
With 4 designs to choose from all available in Senses White, 
Cream, Bronze, Gunmetal Grey or Black, give your blind a 
personal feel.

Bring your windows to 
life with Burst, a beautiful 
berry-style design.

Burst

Geo
Geometrics never go  
out of style!

Inject a feeling of VAVA 
VOOM with VAVA, a 
fearless linear design.

VAVA

Charlotte
For a soft and elegant 
addition to your blind 
choose Charlotte.

Why not  
mix & match  

the designs?

 Too many  
favourites to  
choose from?



MILK CARTON
3 months

MARINE DEBRIS Timeline of Biodegration

PET BOTTLE
450 years

FISHING NET
600 years

PLASTIC CUP
50 years

In our everyday lives 
we are surrounded 
by plastic. Just think 
about every piece we 
touch in a single day: 
shopping bags, food 
containers, coffee cup 
lids, water bottles, 
straws - the list 
goes on and on. We 
depend on plastic,  
but it comes at a 
steep price.

Yes! With the average 
window size at 1.86m, 
averaging 5 blinds  
per home x 500 
homes would use 
580kg of recovered 
ocean plastic. 

C A N  W E  M A K E  
A  D I F F E R E N C E ?



MoST OF US KNOW LITTLE OR NOTHING
ABOUT THE DEVASTATION THAT

OCCURS OUT THERE UNDER THE SURFACE.

Haze
GreenScreen Sea-Tex

Sand
GreenScreen Sea-Tex

Pearl 
GreenScreen Sea-Tex

White 
GreenScreen Sea-Tex

This fabric has 
been developed using 

recycled shoreline plastic, 
is semi-transparent, 

Fire Retardant 
and available in 5 
neutral shades.

Graphite
GreenScreen Sea-Tex



Your local retailer:

© 2019 MSM4566


